What type of frame can this be used on?

This mattress is designed to be used with a metal grid, platform, slat or traditional box spring
base.
What does the warranty cover?

The warranty on this mattress covers any manufacturer issues or unusual wear in the material.
How long will this mattress last/what is the quality?

While this mattress will typically last even longer, our mattresses have a 10-year warranty
against any manufacturer issues or unusual wear in the material. This is a high-quality mattress
that is made with only the best components to ensure that it is durable and long-lasting.
Is this mattress good for an adult?

We guarantee the quality of this mattress and back it with a 10-year warranty. While there is no
weight limit and this model is suitable for anyone who likes a firm, minimalistic mattress, most
adults will prefer a thicker mattress with more padding for everyday use.
What is the design and feel of this mattress?

This mattress is a very basic model made with traditional innerspring support. It has a firm feel
and is recommended and typically used as a youth or guest bed.
How do I know which mattress to choose?

Like finding the right person to marry, finding the right mattress is a challenging, and fun,
process that can change your life forever. Mattresses come in a variety of options and finding the
right one relies heavily on your personal preferences, but there are some general guidelines to
follow based on sleep style. Side sleepers benefit most from the soft and contouring comfort of a
plush mattress, while stomach sleepers need the solid support a firmer mattress offers. And back
sleepers can usually sleep the night away on whatever mattress they find most comfortable. If
you want help breaking it down even further or just want to share that dad joke you learned,
reach out to us at cs@linenspa.com.

What is the difference between all foam, spring and hybrid mattresses

This is like asking us to sum up our life’s work in two sentences, but luckily for you, we feel up
to the challenge. Buckle up. When you think of how a mattress feels, your mind usually conjures
up the feel of a traditional innerspring mattress. This is the mattress you probably slept on as a
kid. It has a bouncy feel that inspires jumping on the bed and provides solid support with a
generally plush feel. On the other hand, solid foam mattresses combine different layers of foam
to create a generally denser and firmer feeling mattress. These mattresses usually incorporate
memory foam to create a plush surface layer. Hybrid mattresses combine the best of the spring
and foam worlds to create a soft, supportive, and durable mattress that can be generally sorted
into the medium-firm wheelhouse. Hybrids are incredibly versatile, though, and are becoming
more and more popular.
How do I soften a mattress that is too firm for me?

We know this probably isn’t the answer you want to hear, but if your mattress is too firm, you
should eventually get a new one. In the meantime, though, a topper is a quick and affordable way
to add the softness you’re looking for. Add a 2, 3, or 4-inch memory foam topper depending on
just how plush you like it. Added bonus, memory foam provides great pressure point relief. Just
remember, the thicker the topper, the plusher the feel.
Will this mattress bag tear?

While any plastic item can be susceptible to tearing, this bag is constructed of heavyweight 6-mil
polyethylene material for rip-resistant protection, and is designed to be durable and to protect
your mattress in a move or in storage.

